
More memory, more power, more freedom.
zenon boosted with Windows CE 6.0

With version 6.0, Windows CE makes a big step into the direction that zenon developers and 
users have long been waiting for: with an increased address space of up to 2 GB and 32,000 
simultaneous processes, it is the ideal basis for our CE specialists. 10 years of COPA-DATA 
experience make sure that you get the best out of the new CE 6.0.

Good experience
COPA-DATA recognized the potential of Windows CE as the first HMI/SCADA provider – 
and supported the operating system since version 2.0 in 1998. For zenon users this means 
profit today from years of experience and sophisticated technology. 
 
zenon works perfectly with the Windows CE platform and uses all the features offered by the 
operating system. This way, Windows CE with zenon can work as a fully functional client or 
server in the network. It uses the same Editor as on all other Windows operating systems for 
convenient parameterizing instead of risky programming. Also it integrates perfectly with our 
straton soft PLC. 
 
You can save valuable resources in engineering and maintenance tasks. To make sure you 
can use the full CE power, we have doubled the maximum number of variables in Windows 
CE 6.0, allowing up to 4096 tags. 

Better overview for exact forecasts
The new power of Windows CE 6.0 enables us to include features for CE devices that 
engineers and zenon fans have long wishing for. 
 
With the Archive Server and the Extended Trend Module, you can now get a fast and exact 
overview of their production processes in CE. A specially adapted Starter Edition of this 
analytic double pack is available for CE devices. 
 
This means data archiving and meaningful trend curves are now also available for Windows 
CE. There is no limit, thanks to the internal integration you can easily send your archives to a 
PC for comprehensive analyses. Therefore, processes recorded on a Windows CE device 
can also be analyzed on a PC without any problem or restriction. 

Telecommander for Windows CE
With zenon, you can monitor and control Windows CE applications comfortably from a 
distance – as you prefer. Use the Remote Desktop for direct access to the remote Windows 
CE device; perfect for fast and direct access from your home or a remote office. Or you want 
continuous remote engineering and application control? For that, we recommend the zenon 
Web Server Pro. It allows up to three users to fully operate the visualization at the same 
time.   
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